Abstract. We propose a new solution method for optimal stopping problems for linear diffusions with random discounting. First, we extend the class of excessive functions for general diffusions and show that they are essentially concave. Then we use the new characterization of excessive functions to show that optimal stopping problems for linear diffusions discounted with respect to a continuous additive functional, recently studied by Beibel and Lerche [Theory Probab. Appl., 45(4):547-557, 2001], can be reduced to an undiscounted optimal stopping problem for standard Brownian motion.
Introduction
Optimal stopping problems often arise in economics, finance and statistics. Finding the best time or the best decision rule to exercise American-type financial options, to enter investment contracts or to abandon certain projects, to alert the controller for an abrupt change in a regulated process are important examples; see, e.g., Karatzas (1997) , Dixit and Pindyck (1994) , Shiryaev (2002) . When the underlying stochastic process is governed by a stochastic differential equation, the optimal stopping problem is typically formulated as a free-boundary problem by means of variational arguments; see, e.g., Guo and Shepp (2001) , Karatzas and Ocone(2002) , Karatzas and Wang (2000) . The correct formulation of the free-boundary problem sometimes requires considerable imagination. This is indeed an artful task in that the optimal continuation and stopping regions have to be guessed a priori. The free-boundary problem may then be solved with the help of the smooth-fit principle.
The optimality of the candidate continuation and stopping regions are typically proved by direct verification; see, e.g., Bensoussan and Lions (1982) , Brekke and Øksendal (1991) , Friedman (1976) , Grigelionis and Shiryaev (1966) , Øksendal (1998) , Shiryaev (1978, Section 3.8) .
The variational methods become challenging when the form of the reward function and/or the dynamics of the diffusion obscure the shape of the optimal continuation region. If the latter is a disconnected subset of the state space, we may end up with several solutions of the free-boundary problem. Finding the right candidate for the optimal solution may become nontrivial. Let us also mention that there are cases where the smooth-fit principle does not apply; see, e.g, Øksendal and Reikvam (1998) , Salminen (1985, page 98, Example (iii) ).
If the terminal reward upon stopping is discounted at a constant rate (i.e., A t = βt, t ≥ 0 for some constant β ≥ 0 in (1.2) below), and the boundaries of the state-space of X are either absorbing or natural, a new direct solution method is proposed in Dayanik and Karatzas (2003) . The method is direct in the sense that it does not require any a-priori guess of the optimal stopping region; therefore, it avoids the difficulties of free-boundary formulation. Instead, it relies on a new concave characterization of excessive functions for general linear diffusions; this fact was known before to be true only for standard Brownian motion. Then the well-known excessive characterization (cf. Dynkin (1963) , Shiryaev (1978, Theorem 1, p. 124) , Øksendal (1998, Theorem 10.1.9) ) of the value function has been fully used to solve optimal stopping problems. The new method reduces every optimal stopping problem to a special one which is essentially solved by inspection.
In this paper, we further develop this methodology in two nontrivial directions; namely, when the discounting is random, and the underlying diffusion may have reflecting boundaries. They have important applications:
(1) Random discounting. In finance, new exotic options on stocks are designed to have payoffs discounted by a functional of the underlying stock process. For example, step options are proposed as an alternative to popular barrier options to alleviate the risk management problems inherent to the latter; see, e.g., Linetsky (1999) . Pricing and hedging a perpetual American-type "down-and-out" step option with a barrier at B requires the solution of an optimal stopping problem as in (1.2) where the discount rate is the occupation time A t = meas{u ∈ [0, t] : S u ≤ b} of the stock price S in (−∞, B] until time t.
In control theory, certain singular stochastic control problems are known to be equivalent to optimal stopping problems whose payoffs are discounted by some additive functionals of the underlying diffusions; see, e.g., Boetius and Kohlmann (1998) , Karatzas and Shreve (1984; 1985) .
(2) Reflecting boundaries. In financial economics, the price process of a commodity in a competitive market, open to entries and exits of price-taking companies, is typically assumed to have an upper reflecting barrier. For example, effects of price ceilings on the partially irreversible entry and exit decisions of companies under uncertainty are studied by Dixit (1991) .
In the equivalent optimal stopping problem of certain singular control problems, mentioned above, the underlying diffusion has sometimes reflecting boundaries, as well.
As of this writing, we are working on pricing step options and better (non-variational) ways to solve certain stochastic control problems. Next, we shall introduce our mathematical framework.
Let (Ω, F, P) be a complete probability space, B = {B t ; t ≥ 0} be a Brownian motion, and X = {X t ; t ≥ 0} be a diffusion process with state-space I ⊆ R and dynamics dX t = µ(X t )dt + σ(X t )dB t , t ≥ 0 (1.1)
for some Borel functions µ : I → R and σ : I → (0, ∞). We assume that I is an interval with endpoints −∞ ≤ a < b ≤ +∞, and X is regular, i.e., X reaches y with positive probability starting at x for every x ∈ (a, b) and y ∈ I. We shall denote the natural filtration of X by F = {F t } t≥0 .
Let {A t : t ≥ 0} be a continuous additive functional of X on the same probability space (we shall use A t and A(t) interchangibly). In other words, A(·) is an F-adapted process which is almost surely nonnegative, continuous, vanishing at zero and has the additivity property; i.e., for every t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0,
where θ s is the shift operator on the same probability space. Let h(·) be a Borel function such that E x e −Aτ h(X τ )1 {τ <∞} is well-defined for every F-stopping time τ and x ∈ I. Denote by
the value function of the optimal stopping problem with the reward function h(·) and the random discount rate A(·); the supremum in (1.2) is taken over the set S of all F-stopping times. The optimal stopping problem is to find (i) the value function V (·) in (1.2) and (ii) an optimal stopping time τ * ∈ S for which the supremum in (1.2) is attained, if such a stopping time exists.
for every x ∈ I and τ ∈ S.
To solve (1.2), we first establish a concave characterization of A(·)-excessive functions for a general diffusion process X. Then we show the equivalence of (1.2) to an undiscounted optimal stopping problem with a suitable reward function for standard Brownian motion. Finally, this latter problem has an elegant solution described by Dynkin and Yushkevich (1969, pp. 112-126) .
We start our program with an overview of one-dimensional diffusions in Section 2. In Section 3, A(·)-excessive functions and the value function in (1.2) are shown to be concave in some generalized sense; the solution method for the optimal stopping problem is also described. In Section 4, the results are exhibited on examples of Beibel and Lerche (2001) who have recently studied (1.2) by means of generalized parking problem. The proof of Proposition 3.1 is given in the appendix.
One-dimensional regular diffusion processes
We assume that X is a one-dimensional regular diffusion of the type (1.1) on an interval I.
If an endpoint is included in the state-space I, we shall assume that it is either absorbing, or instantaneously reflecting. If it is not contained in I, then we assume that it is natural (cf. Karlin and Taylor (1981) inf{t ≥ 0 : X t = r} for every r ∈ I. A one-dimensional diffusion process X is regular, if for every x ∈ int(I) and y ∈ I, we have P x (τ y < ∞) > 0. Hence, the state-space I cannot be decomposed into smaller sets from which X could not exit. Introduce for every x ∈ I the functions
for any arbitrary, but fixed c ∈ int(I) (cf. Itô and McKean (1974, pages 128-129) ). We shall assume that f (X τ ) = 0 on {τ = ∞}, for every Borel function f (·).
Let A(·) be a continuous additive functional of X. Then it is also strongly additive (see, e.g., Revuz and Yor (1999, page 403, Remark 1) ). Namely, if T is a stopping time of F, then A T +S = A T + A S (θ T ) P x -almost surely, for every x ∈ I, and every positive random variable S. If T and S are two stopping times, then T + S • θ T is also a stopping time. The strong additivity of A(·)
It is important to note that
Let x < y < z be in I. Since τ z = τ y + τ z • θ τy P x -almost surely, the strong Markov property of X and (2.2) imply E x e −Aτ z 1 {τz<∞} = E x e −Aτ y 1 {τy<∞} · E y e −Aτ z 1 {τz<∞} , and
which also reveals that, by changing the reference point c ∈ int(I) in (2.1), we obtain multiples of the same functions by positive constants.
Lemma 2.1. The process e −At∧τ y ψ(X t∧τy ), F t∧τy : t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale for every x < y in I. Also, e −At∧τ y ϕ(X t∧τy ), F t∧τy : t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale for every x ≥ y in I.
Proof. Fix x < y in I. Since X t∧τy ≤ y P x -almost surely, (2.3) implies that P x -almost surely ψ(X t∧τy ) = ψ(y)E Xt∧τ y e −Aτ y 1 {τy<∞} . Using the strong Markov property of X, and the strong additivity of A(·), we find e −At∧τ y ψ(X t∧τy ) = ψ(y)E x e −Aτ y 1 {τy<∞} F t∧τy P x -almost surely; i.e., e −At∧τ y ψ(X t∧τy ), F t∧τy : t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale. The proof of the second part is similar.
We shall denote the scale function of X by S(·). It is the unique, up to affine transformations, strictly increasing and continuous function on I with the property
(cf. Revuz and Yor (1999) ). Let F : I → R be any strictly increasing function. A function
For the properties of F -concave functions, see Dayanik and Karatzas (2003, Section 2) and the references therein. The following corollary will be useful later in proving the smooth-fit principle, see Proposition 3.8.
Corollary 2.1. The functions ψ(·) and ϕ(·) of (2.1) are S-convex on int(I). The proof of the Lemma is similar to the arguments of Itô and McKean (1974, Section 4.6 ).
Moreover, (compare with Itô and McKean(1974, Table 1 , p. 130)) we have ψ(a) > 0 (resp., ψ(a) = 0) if a is an instantaneously reflecting (resp., absorbing) boundary. Similarly, ϕ(b) > 0 (resp., ϕ(b) = 0) if b is an instantaneously reflecting (resp., absorbing) boundary. If a ∈ I (resp., b ∈ I), then
Lemma 2.3. Let f : I → [0, ∞) be a continuous function such that (i) it does not vanish identically on I, and (ii) the process
x ∈ I, for some constant K > 0.
Proof. Assume f (·) is nondecreasing. By (i), we have f (r) > 0 for some r ∈ I. For every x ≤ r, the process {e −At∧τ r f (X t∧τr ); t ≥ 0} is a continuous bounded P x -martingale, and f (x) =
On the other hand, the process {e −At∧τ x f (X t∧τx ); t ≥ 0} is a continuous bounded P r -martingale for every x > r, and
The proof of the second part is similar.
Let us introduce the functions
Both F (·) and G(·) are nondecreasing and continuous on int(I). If a ∈ I, then let F (a)
Next proposition shows that F (·) and G(·) are strictly increasing, unless X is recurrent (especially, if it does not have killing or absorbing boundaries), and A(·) vanishes everywhere almost surely.
Proposition 2.1. There are distinct states x, y in int(I) such that F (x) = F (y) if and only if (i)
X is recurrent, and (ii) P z (A t = 0, t ≥ 0) = 1, for every z ∈ I.
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. For the proof of the necessity, suppose F (x) = F (y) for some x < y in int(I). By (2.3), 1 = F (x)/F (y) = E x e −Aτ y 1 {τy<∞} E y e −Aτ x 1 {τx<∞} and
Since X is regular, this implies P u (τ v < ∞) = 1 for every u, v ∈ I and proves (i). To prove (ii), we shall first show P x (A t = 0, t ≥ 0) = 1. Define the stopping time
and let σ n+1 σ n + σ 1 • θ σn , on {σ n < ∞}, and ∞ on {σ n = ∞}, for every n ≥ 1. By (2.6) and the strong Markov property of X, we have P x (σ n < ∞, n ≥ 1) = 1. On the other hand, P x (A σ 1 = 0) = P x (τ y < ∞) · P y (A τx = 0, τ x < ∞) = 1, by the strong additivity of A(·), the strong Markov property of X and (2.6). Similarly, P x (A σn = 0) = 1, n ≥ 1. Therefore P x A σn = 0, n ≥ 1 = 1; and the proof of P x (A t = 0, t ≥ 0) = 1 will follow from almost surelymonotonicity of A(·), once we show that P x (lim n→∞ σ n = ∞) = 1. Denote σ lim n→∞ σ n . Since σ is the limit of an increasing sequence of stopping times, it is also a stopping time. Moreover, on {σ < ∞}, we have X σ = lim n→∞ X σn = x, and X σ+t = x, for every t > 0. Therefore
Now, we shall show that P z (A t = 0, t ≥ 0), for every z ∈ I. Fix any z ∈ I\{x}. Since X is recurrent and P x (A t = 0, t ≥ 0) = 1, we have P x (A τz = 0) = P x (A τz = 0, τ z < ∞) = 1. If we can also show that P z (A τx = 0) = 1, then one can argue exactly as above to prove P z (A t = 0, t ≥ 0) = 1, after redefining in (2.7) the stopping time σ 1 τ x +τ z •θ τx on {τ x < ∞}. However P x (τ z +τ x •θ τz < ∞) = 1, and
thanks to the strong additivity of A(·), the recurrence and the strong Markov property of X.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that F (·) is strictly increasing. For every x ∈ [l, r] ⊆ I, we have
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and optional sampling, the stopped processes e −At∧τ l ∧τr ψ(X t∧τ l ∧τr ) and e −At∧τ l ∧τr ϕ(X t∧τ l ∧τr ) are bounded continuous P x -martingales for every x ∈ [l, r], and
Since F (·) is strictly increasing, F (r) > F (l) and ϕ(r)ψ(l) − ψ(r)ϕ(l) = 0. Therefore, the equations can be solved for E x e −Aτ l 1 {τ l <τr} and E x e −Aτ r 1 {τ l >τr} uniquely as above.
Then {Z t , F t } t≥0 is a nonnegative P x -supermartingale with the last element Z ∞ ≡ 0, for every
Proof. It follows from Definition 1.1 and the strong Markov property of X, and strong additivity of A; see, e.g., Øksendal (1998, Lemma 10.1.3(e) ).
Optimal stopping problems
Let X be a diffusion process described by (1.1), A(·) be a continuous additive functional of X, and h : I → R be a locally bounded Borel function. The solution of (1.2) is trivially V (x) = sup y∈I h(y),
x ∈ I, if (i) X is recurrent, and (ii) A(·) = 0 almost surely. Therefore, we assume here that at least one of (i) and (ii) does not hold. Then, it is immediate from Proposition 2.1 that F (·) and G(·) of (2.5) are strictly increasing. Thus, (3.3) and (3.4) below always make sense.
Proposition 3.1 characterizes A(·)-excessive functions. To motivate this key result, let U :
Since F (·) is strictly increasing, Lemma 2.4 implies
By dividing both sides by ϕ(x), respectively by ψ(x), and rearranging right-hand side afterwards, we obtain
If the left-boundary a of the state-space I is instantaneously reflecting (i.e., a ∈ I\B Abs ), then, by letting τ τ r in (3.1), we obtain
nondecreasing on I, if the right-boundary b is instantaneously reflecting (i.e., b ∈ I\B r Abs ). In fact, the monotonicity of U (·)/ϕ(·) and U (·)/ψ(·) are true in other cases, too; they are implied by (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. According to Proposition 3.1 (see Appendix A for the proof), the concavity and monotonicity of U (·)/ϕ(·) and U (·)/ψ(·) are not only necessary but also sufficient for a real-valued nonnegative function U (·) to be A(·)-excessive. 
Next, we introduce the quantities a and b of (3.5) and rewrite Theorem 1 of Beibel and Lerche (2001) as in the next proposition. Later, we will see that the existence of an optimal stopping time will also be determined completely by the values of a and b .
Proposition 3.2. The value function V (·) of (1.2) is either finite or infinite everywhere on I\ (B Abs ∪ B r Abs ). If we introduce the limits
, and
Abs ), if and only if either (i) the left-boundary point a is natural and a = ∞, or (ii) the right-boundary point b is natural and
The optimal stopping problem in (1.2) has trivial solution by Proposition 3.2, unless (3.6) below is satisfied. Therefore, in the remainder, we shall assume that the quantity a is finite, if a is natural, and the quantity b is finite, if b is natural. 
Remark 3.1. If the roles of a and b are interchanged in Proposition 3.4, then we replace ψ(·), ϕ(·), F (·) and "nondecreasing" with ϕ(·), ψ(·), G(·) and "nonincreasing", respectively.
Let W(·) and W(·) be the smallest nonnegative concave majorants of H(y)
is reflecting, and a (resp.,
Proof. Let W (·) be the smallest nonnegative, nondecreasing and concave majorant of
To prove that it is also nondecreasing, we shall show that the right-derivative
is a nonnegative concave majorant of H(·). Since W(·) is the smallest function with the same properties, we have
and 
, is a nonnegative, nondecreasing and concave
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Suppose a is natural, and a = ∞. Let (l n ) n≥1 be a sequence in
for every x ∈ I, and every large n ≥ 1. Since ϕ(x) > 0 for x ∈ I\B r Abs , we have
The proof is similar, if b is natural and b = ∞.
To prove the converse, assume that a < ∞ if a is natural, and b < ∞ if b is natural. Since h(·) is also locally bounded, there exists some real constant c > 0 such that c ψ(x) + ϕ(x) ≥ h + (x), x ∈ I. Because conditions (i)-(iv) of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied by ψ(·) and ϕ(·), (ψ +
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The expression (1.2) trivially implies that V (·) is a nonnegative majorant of h(·). To prove that it is also A(·)-excessive, fix any compact [l, r] ⊆ I; and denote by σ ε l and σ ε r the stopping times such that E y e −A σ ε y h(X σ ε y )1 {σ ε y <∞} > V (y) − ε, y ∈ {l, r}, ε > 0; and introduce the stopping time
We have
x ∈ [l, r], which leads to (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.1, thanks to (2.4). Next, suppose a is reflecting, and define the stopping times
proves (iv). The proof of (iii) is similar, and Proposition 3.1 implies that V (·) is A(·)-excessive. Let
By taking supremum over τ ∈ S, we obtain
is a nonnegative concave majorant of H(·) on F (I), which is also nondecreasing if b is reflecting.
Hence V (·) = V (·).
3.1. The properties of the value function V (·). We shall need next three propositions for the existence of optimal stopping rules in Section 3.3. They are also of interest on their own.
Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 show that the value function V (·) inherits some of its important properties from the reward function h(·). Proposition 3.7 gives further geometric insight.
, where a and b are the quantities defined by (3.5).
Proof. Suppose a is natural. Then,
Next, we shall prove that a ≥ lim x↓a V (x)/ϕ(x). Since a and b are finite, and h(·) is locally compact, there exists some constant
Furthermore, for every ε > 0, there exists some r ∈ int(I) such that h(x)/ϕ(x) < ( a + ε) for every
Let x < r; x, r ∈ I\B r Abs , and τ ∈ S . Note that {X τ > r} ⊂ {τ r < τ }, P x -a.s. According to Proposition 3.1, ψ(·) and ϕ(·) are A(·)-excessive, and e −At ψ(X t ) and e −At ϕ(X t ) are nonnegative supermartingales. Then
thanks to the optional sampling and (2.3). After taking supremum over τ ∈ S, and dividing by
Since a is natural, lim x↓a ψ(x) = 0, and we obtain lim x↓a V (x)/ϕ(x) ≤ a + ε, where ε is arbitrary. as in Dynkin and Yushkevich (1969, pages 112-119) .
From now on, we shall assume that the reward function h(·) is continuous on I. Therefore, the value function V (·) will be continuous on I by Proposition 3.6. Define Γ {x ∈ I : V (x) = h(x)} and C I\Γ = {x ∈ I : V (x) > h(x)}.
Since both h(·) and V (·) are continuous, C is a countable union of (relatively) open subintervals of I.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose (l, r) ⊆ C for some l, r ∈ I. Then
Proof. Let τ inf{t ≥ 0 : X t / ∈ (l, r)} be the exit time of X from the interval (l, r). Note that
On the other hand, L(·) is A(·)-excessive, and the reverse inequality follows, once we prove that L(·)
is continuous, and h(y) − L(y) ≤ 0 for y ∈ {l, r}, δ is attained at some x * ∈ (l, r).
h(x * ) = V (x * ). Hence, x * ∈ Γ ∩ (l, r); but this contradicts with (l, r) ⊆ C. Finally, the righthand sides of (3.7) and (3.8) are the same as L(x)/ϕ(x) and L(x)/ψ(x), respectively, for x ∈ [l, r].
3.2. The smooth-fit principle. The F -concavity of V (·)/ϕ(·) also leads to a simple proof of the smooth-fit principle.
Proposition 3.8. Let x ∈ int(I). Suppose that the left-and right-derivatives D ± F h(x) of h(·) with respect to F (·) at x exist, and h(x) = V (x). Then
Proof. By the definition of F (·) and Corollary 2.1, D ± F ϕ(·) exist everywhere on int(I). Therefore, D ± F (h/ϕ)(x) exist. For every a < l < x < r < b, we have
since V (·) majorizes h(·) on I, and V (·)/ϕ(·) is F -concave on I\B r Abs . As l and r tend to x, (3.10) follows. If D F (h/ϕ)(x) also exists, then D F (V /ϕ)(x) exists and is equal to D F (h/ϕ)(x).
3.3. Existence of an optimal stopping time. Let us define the stopping time τ inf{t ≥ 0 : X t ∈ Γ}, and U (x) E x e −A τ h(X τ )1 {τ <∞} , x ∈ I. (3.11)
If there is an optimal stopping time τ * ∈ S, then it can be shown that τ is also optimal; see, e.g., El
Karoui (1981), Karatzas and Shreve (1998, Appendix D) . Therefore, we shall investigate here the necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality of τ . Since V (·) ≥ U (·), the stopping time τ is optimal if and only if U (x) ≥ V (x) for every x ∈ I.
Proposition 3.9. The function U (·) of (3.11) is A(·)-excessive and continuous.
Proof. Observe that U (x) = E x e −A τ V (X τ )1 {τ <∞} , x ∈ I. Since the value function V (·) is A(·)-excessive, the same for U (·) follows from the strong additivity of A(·), the strong Markov property of X and the optional sampling theorem for nonnegative supermartingales. The proof of the continuity of U (·) on I\(B Abs ∪ B r Abs ) is the same as that of V (·) (cf. Proposition 3.6). If a is absorbing, then U (a) = V (a). Since V (·) is A(·)-excessive and continuous, we have U (a) =
The proof of the continuity of U (·) at an absorbing rightboundary point b is similar.
Propositions 3.9 and 3.3 imply that U (·) ≥ V (·) if and only if U (·) majorizes the reward function h(·) on I. By Proposition 3.10, the latter is always true, if either (i) I is closed and bounded, or (ii) for every natural boundary of X, the corresponding limit a or b of (3.5) is zero. Proposition 3.10. Suppose that the quantity a (resp., b ) of (3.5) is zero, if the left-boundary point a (resp., the right-boundary point b) is natural. Then the stopping time τ of (3.11) is optimal.
What happens if a or b is nonzero? Suppose that the left-boundary point a is natural and a > 0. Suppose also that (a, r) ⊆ C for some r ∈ int(I). Then P x (τ > τ r ) = 1, and
by Proposition 3.5, and U (x) = V (x) for some x ∈ I. Therefore, τ cannot be an optimal stopping time. Similarly, if the right-boundary point b is natural with b > 0, and (l, b) ⊆ C for some l ∈ int(I), then τ cannot be an optimal stopping time. Our next result, however, shows that these are the only cases without an optimal stopping time.
Proposition 3.11. Suppose that at least one of the boundary points is natural with nonzero limit a or b . The stopping time τ of (3.11) is optimal if and only if (i) {r ∈ I : (a, r) ⊆ C} = ∅ if the left-boundary point a is natural with a > 0, and (ii) {l ∈ I : (l, b) ⊆ C} = ∅ if the right-boundary point b is natural with b > 0.
Proof of Proposition 3.10. It is enough to prove U (·) ≥ h(·). Assume on the contrary that
We claim that δ is attained at some x * ∈ I. This is clear from the continuity of h(·), U (·), ψ(·) and ϕ(·) on I, if both boundary points are contained in I. If a is natural, then lim x↓a [h(x) −
or becomes negative near natural boundaries, and we can still find some x * ∈ I where δ is attained.
], x ∈ I. According to Proposition 3.1, ψ(·) and ϕ(·) are
This implies x * ∈ Γ, and U (x * ) = h(x * ); equivalently δ = 0, which contradicts with (3.12).
Proof of the Sufficiency in Proposition 3.11. Note that the same proof of Proposition 3.10 will work if we can show that δ of (3.12) would be attained in I, should it be strictly positive.
By means of (i) and (ii), we shall prove that U (·) ≥ h(·) in some neighborhood of each natural boundary with positive limit, a or b . Thus, {x ∈ I : h(x) − U (x) > 0} should still be contained in a closed and bounded subinterval of I, and δ should be attained in I, if it were positive. Suppose that the left-boundary point a is natural with a > 0, and there is no r ∈ I such that (a, r) ⊆ C.
Therefore, there exists a sequence (a n ) n≥1 ⊆ Γ, strictly decreasing to a. For every x < a 1 in I, there are two cases. Case I:
Because C is open and a n < x < a 1 for some n ≥ 1, x is contained in a subinterval (α, β) ⊆ C for some α, β ∈ Γ.
Then Proposition 3.7 implies that U (x) = E x e −Aτ α∧τ β V (X τα∧τ β ) = V (x) ≥ h(x). Hence, for some 
with the continuous additive functional A(t) r t 0 X 2 s ds, t ≥ 0 and reward function h(x) (x + ) α , x ∈ R. First, we shall determine the functions ψ(·) and ϕ(·) of (2.1). Beibel and Lerche (2001) notice that the nonnegative function
for some constant K > 0, and the function u(x) φ (8r) 1/4 x , x ∈ R, solves 1 2 u (x) = rx 2 u(x). Since φ(·) is also bounded on (−∞, y] for every y ∈ R, the process {e −At u(X t ); t ≥ 0} is a positive local martingale; by optional sampling, E 0 e −Aτ y = 1/u(y) and E x e −Aτ 0 = u(x), x ≤ 0 ≤ y.
On the other hand, the positive function v(x) u(−x), x ∈ R satisfies 1 2 v (x) = rx 2 v(x), x ∈ R. Since lim x→∞ v(x) = lim x→−∞ u(x) = 0 by (4.2), it is bounded on every [y, ∞), y ∈ R; therefore, {e −At v(X t ); t ≥ 0} is a positive local martingale. By optional sampling, we have E 0 e −Aτ x = 1/u(x) and E y e −Aτ 0 = u(y),
The boundaries of the state-space I = (−∞, ∞) are natural. By (4.2), we have
By Propositions 3.2 and 3.10, the value function V (·) of (4.1) is finite, and the stopping time τ of (3.11) is optimal. By Proposition 3.4, we have Figure 1(b,c) ). In both cases, there is unique z 0 > 1 such that the line L z 0 (·), tangent to H(·) at z 0 , passes through the origin.
This point is the unique solution z 0 > 1 of H(z 0 )/z 0 = H (z 0 ). Therefore,
. The optimal stopping region is ∞) , and the stopping time τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t ≥ x 0 } is optimal.
Continuation. Let us now replace the reward function in the previous example with h(x)
|x| α , x ∈ R and consider the optimal stopping problem
The functions ψ(·), ϕ(·) and F (·) are the same as in the previous example, and −∞ = ∞ = 0.
Therefore, V (·) is finite everywhere by Proposition 3.2, and on [y 1 , y 2 ] for some 0 < y 1 < 1 < y 2 < ∞; it is strictly increasing on [1, ∞) (Figure 2(c) ). In either case, there are unique numbers 0 < z 1 < 1 < z 2 < ∞ such that and with H(·) everywhere else. If
L(·)
Since the reward function is even, and X is rotationally invariant, it is now easy to see that 4.3. Brownian motion: Discounting with respect to local time. Let X be a standard Brownian motion, and L be its local time at zero, which is a continuous additive functional of X.
Consider the optimal stopping problem
with the reward function h(x) = (x + ) α , x ∈ R, where r > 0 and α > 0 are constant. By applying optional sampling to the positive local martingale {e −rLt (1+rX + t ); t ≥ 0}, Beibel and Lerche (2001) obtain E x e −rLτ 0 = 1 and E 0 e −rLτ y = 1/(1 + ry), x ≤ 0 ≤ y. By using the rotational symmetry of Brownian motion, we also obtain E 0 e −rLτ x = 1/(1 − rx) and E y e −rLτ 0 = 1, x ≤ 0 ≤ y.
Therefore, if we take c = 0 in (2.1). Both boundaries of the state-space I = (−∞, ∞) are natural. Since
= 0, and,
Propositions 3.2 and 3.10 imply that
and an optimal stopping time may not exist, if α = 1 V < ∞, and τ of (3.11) is optimal, if 0 < α < 1
(By using Proposition 3.10, we shalll show below that no optimal stopping rule exists when α = 1).
In the remainder of this subsection, we shall assume 0 < α ≤ 1. Then the value function is
and W (·) is the smallest nonnegative concave majorant of H(y)
The function H(·) vanishes on (−∞, 1] and is twice-differentiable everywhere on (1, ∞), strictly increasing and concave on [1, ∞) (cf. 
thanks to Proposition 3.4, where
The optimal stopping region is Γ = [x 0 , ∞), and τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t ≥ x 0 } is an optimal stopping time.
If α = 1, then H(y) = (y − 1) + /r, y ≥ 0 (cf. Figure 3(c) ). Therefore, the smallest nonnegative concave majorant of H(·) on [0, ∞) becomes W (y) = y/r, y ≥ 0, and Proposition 3.4 implies
no optimal stopping time by Proposition 3.11.
Observe that V (x) = V (0), x ≤ 0 in all cases. This is intuitively clear since the discounting does not start before the process reaches the origin, which happens with probability one.
Continuation. Let us replace the reward function in Example 4.3 with
for some constants 0 < β ≤ α < ∞, and consider the optimal stopping problem
The functions ψ(·), ϕ(·) and F (·) do not change;
we have
The value function V (·) is infinite everywhere by Proposition 3.2 when α > 1 and/or β > 1.
Otherwise, it is finite, and V (x) = ϕ(x)W (F (x)) by Proposition 3.4, where W (·) is the smallest
and H(0+) = H(1) = 0 (Figure 4(a) ). One can therefore find two unique numbers 0 < z 1 < 1 <
is the line tangent to H(·) at z 1 and z 2 , then W (·) coincides with L(·) on (z 1 , z 2 ) and with H(·) everywhere else. If
, then the value function V (·) is given by (4.5), and
The stopping time τ inf{t ≥ 0 : X t / ∈ (x 1 , x 2 )} is optimal by Proposition 3.10. 
Moreover, x 0 F −1 (z 0 ) < 0 solves 1 = |x| β−1 β + r(1 − β)|x| , and we have 
an optimal stopping time does not exist according to Proposition 3.11.
Finally, if α = β = 1, then H(y) = |y − 1|/r, and W (y) = (1/r)(1 + y), y ≥ 0 (Figure 4(c) ).
Therefore V (x) = ϕ(x)W (F (x)) = (2/r) + |x|, x ≥ 0. Since Γ {x ∈ R : V (x) = h(x)} = ∅ and ∓ > 0, no stopping time is optimal according to Proposition 3.11. 4.5. Geometric Brownian motion with reflecting boundary. Let X be a geometric Brownian motion in I = [1, ∞) with dynamics dX t = X t (µdt + σdB t ), X 0 ≥ 1 for constant µ, σ ∈ R. Assume that the left-boundary 1 of the state-space I is instantaneously reflecting. Consider the optimal stopping problem
with the reward function h(x) = x α , x ≥ 1, where α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 are constant. Note that
Let u : I → R (resp., v : I → R) be a nondecreasing (resp., nonincreasing) solution of Au = βu, u (1) = 0 (resp., Av = βv, v(∞) = 0), where Au(x) (1/2)σ 2 x 2 u(x) + µxu (x) is the infinitesimal generator of X. Then ψ(·) and ϕ(·) of (2.1) are positive multiples of u(·) and v(·), respectively, thanks to Lemma 2.3; see also Borodin and Salminen (2002, II.1.7-10) .
The functions w 1 (x) = x η 1 and w 2 (x) = x η 2 are decreasing and increasing solutions of Aw = βw, respectively, where η 1 < 0 < η 2 are the roots of σ 2 m 2 − (σ 2 − 2µ)m − 2β = 0. Then the functions u(x) w 2 (x) − [w 2 (1)/w 1 (1)]w 1 (x) = x η 2 − (η 2 /η 1 )x η 1 and v(x) w 1 (x), x ≥ 1 have the desired baundary behaviours: u (0) = v(∞) = 0. We shall set for convenience. The right-boundary ∞ of the state-space I is natural, and
Therefore, Propositions 3.2 and 3.10 imply that
V < ∞, and an optimal stopping time may not exist, α = η 2 V < ∞, and τ of (3.11) is an optimal stopping time, α < η 2
(Using Proposition 3.11, we prove below that there is no optimal stopping time when α = η 2 .) 
the optimal stopping region is Γ {x ≥ 1 : V (x) = h(x)} = [x 0 , ∞), and the stopping time
is a straight line with positive slope −η 2 /η 1 , see Figure 5 (c); therefore, W ≡ −1/η 1 and
, there is no optimal stopping rule in this case by Proposition 3.11.
Beibel and Lerche (2001) discuss a special case, where µ < 0, β r + µ and α 1, in order to reproduce the price of the Russian option and the optimal exercise policy.
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Appendix A. Proof of the sufficiency of Proposition 3.1
Suppose U (·) is nonnegative, and (i)-(iv) hold. It is enough to prove
Since the strong Markov property of X, the strong additivity of A and (A.1) imply that {e AtXt , t ≥ 0} is a nonnegative F-supermartingale, U (·) is a A(·)-excessive as in Definition 1.1 by the optional sampling theorem for nonnegative supermartingales.
As a consequence of (i) and (ii), U (·)/ϕ(·) and U (·)/ψ(·) are lower semi-continuous on I\B r Abs and I\B Abs , respectively. Since ϕ(·) and ψ(·) are continuous on I, we conclude that U (·) is lower semi-continuous on I.
We shall divide the proof into the cases, A through F, since we have to deal with different boundary behaviors; see Table 1 . 
A.2. the process e −At∧τ a ϕ(X t∧τa ), t ≥ 0 is P x -martingale for every x ∈ [a, b],
by Lemma 2.1 and (i). Clearly, (A.1) holds for x ∈ {a, b}. Now, fix any x ∈ (a, b). By A.3, there exists some affine transformation L(·) c 1 F (·) + c 2 of F (·), defined on [a, b) for some constants
. Let [a, r n ] be a sequence of compact subintervals, strictly increasing to [a, b) . For every t ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1, we have
by A.1 and A.2. Using Fatou's Lemma, and the lower semi-continuity of U (·) on I, we obtain
Finally, (A.1) follows since A(·) is nondecreasing P xalmost surely, and
A.2. Case B: a is absorbing, and b is reflecting. 
, t ≥ 0, and (A.1) follows since a is absorbing. Now suppose x ∈ (a, b). By B.3, there exists some
B.1 and B.2, one can show that
Since a is absorbing, we have
Since ϕ(·) is nonincreasing on [a, b] , and a is absorbing, ϕ(X t∧τa ) ≥ ϕ(X t ), t ≥ 0 P x -almost surely, and
The last inequality follows from U (b)/ϕ(b) ≥ U (X t )/ϕ(X t ) P x -almost surely for every t ≥ 0 by
A.3. Case C: a is absorbing, and b is natural. Let [a, r n ), n ≥ 1, be a sequence of subintervals, strictly increasing to [a, b) . Then C.1. the process e −At∧τ rn ψ(X t∧τr n ), t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale for every x ∈ [a, r n ], n ≥ 1, C.2. the process e −At∧τ a ϕ(X t∧τa ), t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale for every x ∈ [a, b),
by Lemma 2.1 and (i). Clearly, (A.1) holds for x = a. Suppose now x ∈ (a, b). By C.3, there exists
, and ψ(·) is nondecreasing, we have ψ(X t∧τ b ) ≥ ψ(X t ), P x -a.s. Therefore, D.5 implies that II ≥ E x e −At [U (a)/ψ(a)]ψ(X t )1 {τa<t∧τ b } ≥ E x e −At U (X t )1 {τa<t∧τ b } . In the same manner, one can check III ≥ E x e −At U (X t )1 {τ b <t∧τa} by using D.2, optimal sampling, monotonicity of A(·), P xa.s. inequality ϕ(X t∧τa ) ≥ ϕ(X t ) for every t ≥ 0, and D.5. Therefore, U (x) ≥ I + II + III ≥ E x e −At U (X t ) , t ≥ 0, x ∈ (a, b). Next, we shall show (A.1) for x = a. By using D.5, D.1 and optional sampling, we obtain Finally,
by (A.2), the monotonicity of A(·), the P a -a.s. inequality ϕ(X t∧σ ) ≥ ϕ(X t ) for every t ≥ 0 (since ϕ(·) is nonincreasing) and D.4. Therefore, U (a) ≥ I a + II a ≥ E a e −At U (X t ) , t ≥ 0. The proof of (A.1) for x = b is similar with obvious changes.
A.5. Case E: a is reflective, and b is natural. Let [a, r n ], n ≥ 1 be a sequence of subintervals, strictly increasing to [a, b) . Then E.1. the process e −At∧τ rn ψ(X t∧τr n ), t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale for every x ∈ [a, r n ], n ≥ 1, E.2. the process e −At∧τ a ϕ(X t∧τa ), t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale for every x ∈ [a, b), by Lemma 2.1, (i) and (iv). To prove (A.1) for x = a, note that E.4, E.1 and optional sampling imply E a e −At∧τ rn U (X t∧τr n ) ≤ [U (a)/ψ(a)] · E a e −At∧τ rn ψ(X t∧τr n ) = U (a), t ≥ 0. Using Fatou's Lemma and the lower semi-continuity of U (·), we obtain (A.1).
Suppose now x ∈ (a, b). By E.3, there exists an affine transformation L(·) c 1 F (·) + c 2 of , b) and L(x) = U (x)/ϕ(x). Using L(·), E.1 and E.2, we get U (x) ≥ E x e −At∧τ a∧τrn U (X t∧τa∧τr n ) , t ≥ 1 for every large n ≥ 1. Fatou's Lemma and the lower semi-continuity of U (·) imply U (x) ≥ E x e −At∧τ a U (X t∧τa ) = E x e −At U (X t )1 {t≤τa} + E x e −Aτ a U (X τa )1 {t>τa} ≡ I + II, t ≥ 0. We can deduce from E.1 that {e −At ψ(X t ); t ≥ 0} is a nonnegative continuous local martingale with martingale-reducing stopping times {τ rn } n≥1 ,i.e., it is a nonnegative continuous supermartingale. Optional sampling and E.4 imply II = [U (a)/ψ(a)] · E x e −Aτ a ψ(X τa )1 {t>τa} ≥ [U (a)/ψ(a)] · E x e −At ψ(X t )1 {t>τa} ≥ E x e −At U (X t )1 {t>τa} , t ≥ 0. Finally, U (x) ≥ I + II ≥ E x e −At U (X t ) , t ≥ 0.
A.6. Case F: a and b are natural. Let [l n , r n ], n ≥ 1 be a sequence of subintervals, strictly increasing to (a, b). Then F.1. the process e −At∧τ rn ψ(X t∧τr n ), t ≥ 0 is a P x -martingale for every x ∈ (a, r n ], n ≥ 1, F.2. the process e −At∧τ ln ϕ(X t∧τ ln ), t ≥ 0 is P x -martingale for every x ∈ [l n , b), n ≥ 1, U (x) ≥ E x e −At∧τ ln ∧τr n U (X t∧τ ln ∧τr n ) , t ≥ 0 for every large n ≥ 1. Finally, Fatou's Lemma and the lower semi-continuity of U (·) imply (A.1). This completes the proof for Case F. The cases omitted inTable 1 can be proved similarly.
